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Abstract

We propose a sensor based navigation algorithm for
a mobile robot that assures a convergence property when
the robot is navigated from a given start position to a
goal position while avoiding moving and fixed obstacles.
This algorithm guides the robot toward the goal by us-
ing its sensor information in an unknown environment.
Conventional sensor based navigation algorithms such
as Bug algorithm and Tangent Bug algorithm do not as-
sure the convergence property to the goal position, and
they may fail because of dead-locks in the presence of
moving obstacles, because they work only for fixed ob-
stacles in the unknown environment. In the real world,
a robot should reach the goal avoiding fixed and moving
obstacles. Typical examples of moving obstacles include
human beings in a real world workspace. We propose
a new algorithm to guide a mobile robot toward the
goal position that treats the navigation problem for such
workspace. The basic concept of this algorithm is based
on detecting a loop in the robot’s path that is character-
istic for the avoidance of moving obstacle. Simulation
examples of sensor based navigation in the presence of
moving and fixed obstacles are shown to demonstrate
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

1 Introduction

A mobile robot can be applied in the real world if
it can detect moving obstacles such as human beings
using its sensor information and reach a given goal
while avoiding the unknown obstacles. A motion al-
gorithm for the problem is called ”sensor based navi-
gation” which is very basic and important function for
mobile robots. We propose a new sensor based navi-
gation algorithm for moving obstacles in an unknown
environment. The unknown environment is defined as
one in which geometrical information such as positions
and shapes of the obstacles are not known for the mo-
bile robot in advance. This is typical in the real world,
because the positions of many objects, including hu-
man beings, always change and it is difficult to accu-
rately model fixed and moving obstacles in advance.

The navigation algorithm has two types: the sen-
sor based navigation algorithm and the model based

navigation algorithm. In the sensor based naviga-
tion algorithm, the sensor information of a mobile
robot is used to guide the robot toward the goal while
avoiding obstacles. In the model based navigation
algorithms[1][2][3], apriori map information of the envi-
ronment and the robot’s current information are used
to guide the robot. A typical resultant path by the
model based navigation algorithm is effective and it is
easy to assure the convergence property to a goal posi-
tion for the algorithm, because the algorithm is based
on known map information of the workspace. However
it is difficult to apply the algorithm to the real dynamic
world where the map should be changed dynamically.
For this reason, the model based navigation algorithms
are not practical. On the other hand, the sensor based
navigation algorithms are practical, because the robot
obtains local information of the unknown environment
using its sensors and the information can be used for
the navigation. Some sensor based navigation algo-
rithms have been proposed such as ”Dynamic Win-
dow Approach”[4], and ”Vector Field Histogram”[5],
however such algorithms only guarantee a convergence
property for fixed convex obstacles in the workspace.

Lumelsky has proposed sensor based navigation al-
gorithms such as Bug1, Bug2[6] and Tangent Bug[7]
that guide a robot toward the goal using the informa-
tion of robot’s current position and the goal position.
He has shown a convergence property to the goal po-
sition using his algorithms, even if the obstacle’s infor-
mation is not known at all in advance. The algorithm
works for any kind of unknown fixed obstacles including
very complex multiple concave obstacles. However the
convergence is guaranteed only for fixed obstacles. In
the real world, there are many moving obstacles such as
humans. A mobile robot using this type of the conven-
tional sensor based algorithm may fail to reach the goal
because of looping in its path due to the presence of
unknown moving obstacles; this is called as a dead-lock
problem of the sensor based navigation. Therefore, we
require a new navigation algorithm which is applicable
to mobile robots in the real world including unknown
moving obstacles in addition to unknown fixed obsta-
cles.

In this paper, we propose a new navigation algo-
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Figure 1: The behavior of a mobile robot for a fixed
convex (left) and concave obstacle (right) by T-Bug.

rithm to avoid moving and fixed obstacles without a
dead-lock. The algorithm distinguishes moving obsta-
cles from fixed ones by detecting a crossing point of the
mobile robot’s path that is not observed for the case
of fixed obstacles. By detecting the crossing point, the
proposed algorithm leads a robot toward the goal with-
out a dead-lock problem. We first discuss the draw-
backs of the conventional algorithm such as Tangent
Bug algorithm and other Bug type algorithm in deal-
ing with moving obstacles, and then extend the algo-
rithm to the application for moving obstacles in or-
der to assure the convergence property. Some simula-
tion examples to show the convergence of a robot for a
goal position in the presence of moving obstacles in its
workspace are shown. Section two explains the dead-
lock problem of the conventional algorithm for mov-
ing obstacles. Section three discusses how to detect
the dead-lock situation peculiar to moving obstacles,
and in section 4, we present a new sensor based nav-
igation algorithm for the dead-lock problem. Finally,
effectiveness of the algorithm is demonstrated by some
simulation results.

2 Dead-lock problem by moving obsta-
cles for the conventional algorithm

An important problem of the conventional sensor
based navigation algorithms such as Tangent Bug (T-
Bug) algorithm is that they may fail due to dead-locks
where they cannot guide the robot toward a goal in the
presence of moving obstacles. Other conventional sen-
sor based algorithms have the same problem of dead-
locks, because they all assume that the obstacles in the
workspace are fixed. To explain this problem, we first
describe the behavior of a mobile robot by using T-Bug
algorithm. T-Bug algorithm consists of two basic be-
haviors. One is to move toward a goal where the goal
position is known for the robot, and the other is to
follow the boundary of an obstacle using sensor infor-
mation. The dotted line path is for the former behavior
and the solid line path is for the latter behavior in Fig.
1. The figure shows two cases of the path by T-bug
algorithm. The left one is for a fixed convex obstacle
and the right one is for a fixed concave obstacle. When

the robot detects an obstacle within its sensor range,
the robot selects the direction along the tangent lines
to the obstacle, which minimizes the distance to the
goal, by estimating a tangent point (a hit point) on
the obstacle. Then the robot smoothly approaches the
obstacle, changing the direction with the tangent line
at each step. After approaching the obstacle, the robot
follows the boundary of the obstacle. The robot moves
to the goal direction after leaving from the boundary
of the obstacle if the following distance condition and
geometrical condition are both satisfied;

[Distance condition] d(x,G) < d(H, G) (1)

[Geometrical condition]
no obstacle for goal direction within sensor range at x

where d(P, Q) is the distance from the point P to Q in
the workspace, x is the current position of the mobile
robot, G is the goal position and H is the last hit point
in the robot’s path. The last hit point H corresponds
to the point A in the left path of Fig.1. The point H of
the right path is a little bit complicated. The hit point
H corresponds to the point C in the path from C to
D, and corresponds to the point E in the path from
E to F in the case of the right path in Fig.1. Note
that the distance d in (1) is calculated by the current
robot’s position and the past path data. The current
robot’s position is measured by a dead reckoning tech-
nique or a global position sensing system, and the past
path data is stored at every step of the robot’s position.
The convergence to the goal position is guaranteed by
the distance condition (1) even if an unknown fixed
concave obstacle. To guarantee the convergence prop-
erty for a fixed obstacle, the distance condition should
be satisfied.

However, conventional sensor based navigation algo-
rithms including T-Bug algorithm do not always work
for a moving obstacle. The left path in Fig.2 is the suc-
cess case for a moving obstacle. Where the number in
the circle means the order of time for the mobile robot
and the number in the box means the order of time for
the moving obstacle in Fig.2. When the robot finds the
free workspace for the goal direction during the bound-
ary following, the robot moves away from the boundary
at the point L in Fig.2 (left) by the distance condition
(1) and the geometrical condition. The right path in
Fig.2 is the failure case for the convergence to the goal
position which means a dead-lock. In this case, the
robot is taken to an opposite direction to the goal by
following the boundary of the moving obstacle. During
the following, the distance condition (1) is never satis-
fied where the last hit point is H in Fig.2 (right), thus
the robot cannot move away from the moving obsta-
cle. In another type of conventional sensor based nav-
igation algorithms that make use of the rotation angle
of the robot (which is called ”the phase condition”)
to guide it toward the goal, the dead-lock problem for
moving obstacles occurs in the phase condition as well
as in the distance condition, because such algorithms
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Figure 2: A success case (left) and a failure case (right)
by T-Bug.

assume only fixed obstacles.

3 Detecting the dead-lock situation for
a moving obstacle

We propose a new sensor based navigation algorithm
for the problem of a dead-lock by a moving obstacle.
The basic concept is to detect a loop of the path which
is peculiar to the case of moving obstacle avoidance.
The loop and the crossing point can be observed in
Fig.2 (right).

3.1 The problem statement of a sensor
based navigation for unknown moving
obstacles

This section describes the problem of the sensor
based navigation including assumptions for the mobile
robot and the workspace.

[Assumptions on a robot and a workspace]

(1) The workspace of a robot is two dimensional. In
the workspace, there are finite fixed and moving
obstacles. Their size and the number are limited.
The shape of a fixed obstacle is arbitrarily concave
or convex.

(2) The moving obstacle is arbitrarily convex con-
sidering human beings are roughly approximated
with a convex moving obstacle. The moving ob-
stacle moves in an arbitrary direction. The veloc-
ity of the moving obstacle is less than that of the
robot, which prevents the robot from being chased
all the time by the moving obstacle leading to an
obvious dead-lock.

(3) The moving obstacle may rotate in an arbitrary
direction.

(4) There is one goal position and the point is not
occupied by the moving obstacle.

(5) The robot measures the current position by a dead
reckoning technique or a global position sensing
system.

Figure 3: The crossing situation of the robot’s paths.

(6) The robot has a local sensor which detects an ob-
stacle’s boundary within its sensor range. This is
a realistic consideration for a typical sonar sensor
or a laser range finder.

(7) The robot knows the goal position in advance,
but it does not know any obstacle’s information
in advance. Using the position information of the
robot, the distance from the current robot’s posi-
tion to the goal position can be calculated.

(8) The robot is approximated by a circle with a ra-
dius r. By enlarging the obstacles with the radius
of the robot artificially, the robot is expressed by
a point.

3.2 A method to know a moving obstacle

As observed in Fig.1 (right), the robot has to move
away from the boundary of fixed obstacles only for the
case that the distance condition is satisfied while the
robot follows the boundary, if the goal direction is not
blocked by an obstacle. If the robot moves away from
the boundary without satisfying the distance condition,
it may reach a dead-lock state. For example, if the
robot leaves at the point J from the boundary in the
case of Fig.1 (right), it produces a loop which means a
dead-lock.

On the other hand, the robot should move away
from the boundary for the case of moving obstacle if
the goal direction is not blocked by an obstacle, as ob-
served in Fig.2 (right). However, the robot cannot dis-
tinguish a fixed obstacle from a moving one easily using
its sensor information. When it follows the boundary
of the moving obstacle, it makes a loop of the path by
tracing around the moving obstacle as shown in Fig.2
(right). This type of loop is never observed in the case
of fixed obstacles. Using the fact, when the loop of the
path is detected, the robot judges that the obstacle is
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Figure 4: The flow chart of the proposed algorithm.

moving and the robot moves away from the boundary
if the goal direction is open. Thus the problem is how
to detect the loop or the crossing point of the robot’s
path.

We next discuss a method to detect the loop of the
robot’s path which is peculiar to a moving obstacle. In
our navigation algorithm, the robot continues to store
its position data at each motion step- i. The set of the
position data is called the path of the robot. At first,
the vector product of a two dimensional vector is de-
fined by using two vectors A = (Ax, Ay),B = (Bx, By)

A × B ≡ AxBy − AyBx (2)

We here write the current robot’s position vector as
P n, and the position vector at one step before as P n−1

. The past robot’s point on the path is described with
P i at the step-i. Then the condition that the vector
P n −P n−1 lies between the vectors P i−1 −P n−1 and
P i − P n−1 is

((P n − P n−1) × (P i−1 − P n−1)) ·
((P n − P n−1) × (P i − P n−1)) < 0 (3)

as shown in the case (A) of Fig.3. Similarly, the con-
dition that vector P i − P i−1 lies between the vectors
P n−1 − Pi−1 and P n − P i−1 is

((P i − P i−1) × (P n−1 − P i−1)) ·
((P i − P i−1) × (P n − P i−1)) < 0 (4)

as shown in the case (B) of Fig.3. The crossing con-
dition of the two vectors P i − P i−1 ( past path) and
P n − P n−1 ( current velocity of robot) is written by
that the condition (3) and (4) are both satisfied as
shown in case (C) in Fig.3. By checking the condition
(3), (4) from the step i = 1 to i = n − 2 at all the
motion step, the robot detects the loop which means a
moving obstacle.
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Figure 5: A failure example for a moving obstacle by
T-Bug algorithm.

4 A sensor based navigation algorithm
for moving obstacles

We propose a new navigation algorithm to assure
the convergence of a robot toward the goal in the pres-
ence of moving and fixed obstacles. The algorithm is
described by;
(At every motion step, the current position of the robot
is stored. See the flow in Fig.4.)

(i) When the robot detects an obstacle within its sen-
sor range, it approaches the obstacle and begins to
follow the obstacle’s boundary. The robot stores
its position as the last hit point. Go to (iii).

(ii) When the robot does not detect an obstacle for
the goal direction, it moves straight to the goal
direction with one step. If the point is the goal
position, then stop the navigation, otherwise go
to (i).

(iii) The robot continues to follow the current ob-
stacle with one step. If the point is satisfied with
the distance condition (1) and the goal direction is
free from an obstacle, then go to (i). If the point is
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Figure 6: A success example for a moving and rotating
obstacle by the proposed algorithm.

satisfied with the distance condition (1), but the
goal direction is not open by the obstacle, then
go to (iii). If the point is not satisfied with the
distance condition (1), go to (iv).

(iv) If the current point is satisfied with the crossing
condition ((3) and (4)), go to (v). Otherwise go
to (iii).

((v) If the direction for the goal is not open by an
obstacle, the robot continues to follow the current
obstacle with one step. When the direction for the
goal is open, go to (i).

5 Simulations

Some simulation examples of the sensor based navi-
gation for a fixed and a moving obstacles are shown. In
these simulations, the size of the workspace is 600cm×

600cm. The moving obstacle is a quadrangular poly-
gon. An example using the conventional navigation
algorithm (T-bug algorithm) is shown in Fig. 5. The
time order is from (a) to (f). The robot takes to the op-
posite direction to the goal by the moving obstacle and
did not find the point satisfying the distance condition
(1). The robot fails to reach the goal position. Figure
6 shows the case of applying to the proposed algorithm
for the moving and rotating obstacle. Where the robot
detects a crossing point in (e) of Fig.6 and begins to
move away from the obstacle toward the goal direction.
By detecting the crossing point of the robot’s path, the
robot escapes from a dead-lock situation peculiar to the
moving obstacle.

6 Conclusion

A dead-lock problem of the conventional sensor
based navigation algorithms in the presence of a mov-
ing obstacle is discussed. When the robot is follow-
ing an obstacle’s boundary around the moving obsta-
cle using the sensor based navigation algorithm, a loop
is produced for the robot’s path. By the loop con-
dition (crossing condition of path), the robot moves
away from the obstacle’s boundary even if the distance
condition is not satisfied in the proposed navigation al-
gorithm. The algorithm assures the convergence to the
goal position for a moving obstacle including a rotating
obstacle.Numerical simulations show an effectiveness of
the proposed navigation algorithm.
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